Abstract: This article offers an overview of the history of the discipline of Byzantine epigraphy from the 19 th century until today. It ranges from the description of the first attempts to create corpora of Greek Christian inscriptions at the time of the foundation of modern Byzantine Studies (especially within the French school) to the listing of online editions and other electronic tools. The history of the discipline of Byzantine Epigraphy is also a history of failures: many corpus projects started with very ambitious aims but very often did not manage to publish more than one or two volumes. Today the approach to Byzantine inscriptions is more realistic: already Paul Lemerle and his team decided to focus on a selection of inscriptions. New attempts adopt this idea by initiating coherent volumes based on commonly agreed editorial guidelines.
Byzantine studies and epigraphy have a difficult relationship. Some scholars think that a separate discipline of Byzantine epigraphy is unnecessary due to what they see as the minor role that inscriptions played after Late Antiquity, especially in the so-called grande brèche of the seventh to ninth centuries 1 when Greek epigraphic production decreased due to the decline of cities, the loss of provinces in the East that had been very active epigraphically, and other reasons. 2 Other scholars, however, regret the fact that no distinct field of Byzantine epigraphy-that is, a fundamental science dealing with epigraphic production between Late Antiquity and the fifteenth century-has developed to date. It is enough to cite Cyril Mango's words in the entry "Epigraphy" in the 1991 Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium: "A discipline of Byzantine epigraphy does not yet exist."
3 Twenty years have passed since the publication of this statement, which in turn repeated an earlier observation by Paul Lemerle ("l'épigraphie Byzantine n'existe pas"), 4 but the situation has not changed much. 5 No handbook or thorough introduction to Byzantine epigraphy with a specific focus on middle and late Byzantine inscriptions has been published to date. In comparison to other so-called auxiliary fields within Byzantine studies (numismatics, palaeography, sigillography, etc.), epigraphy is far behind, especially if one compares it with the quantity of excellent tools for the study of inscriptions of Greco-Roman Antiquity. 6 In addition, if we consider the place of the discipline of epigraphy in Western medieval studies, there is a big gap. In the words of Ihor Ševþenko, "A Byzantinist attempting to undertake a comparative study of inscriptions East and West will soon make a melancholy discovery. Information presented about the period beyond that covered by manuals of early Christian epigraphy . . . quickly makes it evident how much farther ahead -----Western colleagues have progressed compared to his fellow Byzantinists."
7 Medieval Latin epigraphy is indeed highly developed, with well-established corpora series that include "Die deutschen Inschriften," the "Corpus des inscriptions de la France médiévale," and the recently initiated "Inscriptiones Medii Aevi Italiae." 8 The wish to collect inscriptions is not a phenomenon of modern times; we may recall, for instance, the collections of ancient, late antique, and even Byzantine epigraphs in the famous Anthologia Palatina 9 and in the works of the Italian humanist, merchant, and traveller Cyriacus of Ancona (Ciriaco de' Pizzicolli) (ca. 1391-ca. 1455).
10 By the first half of the nineteenth century the wish for systematic collections of inscriptions was being pursued via concrete projects, and with the publication of the Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum (CIG) series at the Preußische Akademie der Wissenschaften between 1828 and 1859, a major step in the documentation of ancient Greek inscriptions was taken.
11 As for early Christian and Byzantine inscriptions, a first fundamental collection was created by Adolf Kirchhoff as pars XL of CIG IV (1859). 12 The editions of some 1300 inscriptions dating from the whole Byzantine millennium are based on earlier transcriptions of the texts compiled mainly by Western travellers to the Balkans, Italy, Greece, Asia Minor, and the Levant between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries. However, when modern Byzantine studies were established at the end of the nineteenth century it was soon discovered that the Kirchhoff collection did not correspond with the needs of the discipline.
Since that time, the creation of a corpus of Byzantine inscriptions has been considered a desideratum. In a revealing article entitled "Byzantinische Desiderata" in the first issue of Byzantinische Zeitschrift, the famous Greek intellectual Spyridon Lampros (1851-1919) 13 without parallel: when Konstantinos G. Zesiou 25 published his collection of Greek Christian inscriptions of the Peloponnese he included epigraphs of the post-Byzantine period to a considerable extent. 26 Because Homolle knew that his proposed enterprise would require considerable funding, he approached people in the Greek and Ottoman administrations for support. He even succeeded in persuading the Greek minister of education to compose a letter (which he published in a footnote at the end of his article) that contained a plea to support the French enterprise. 27 It was addressed to the ecclesiastic and civic authorities, to employees of the archaeological institutions, and to professors and teachers.
The statement and exhortation by another French scholar, the Egyptologist and philologist Gustave Lefebvre , 28 at the end of the preface to his Recueil des inscriptions grecques-chrétiennes d'Égypte, published at Cairo in 1907, are similar to Homolle's remarks:
"Il me reste à exprimer un souhait, c'est de voir les savants de tous pays, les touristes cultivés, accorder quelque attention aux inscriptions grecques-chrétiennes que, dans les Musées d'Europe, en Égypte et surtout en Nubie, ils peuvent rencontrer: ils rendraient grand service à la science en prenant de ces inscriptions, connues ou inédites, une copie fidèle et, si possible, un estampage et une photographie. C'est avec gratitude que je recevrais ces documents et que j'en ferais profiter l'édition projetée du Corpus inscriptionum Graecarum Christianarum."
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At the First International Congress of Archaeology, which was held in Athens in April 1905 , Gabriel Millet (1867 -1953 30 presented the French enterprise on behalf of the École française. 31 Several questions connected with the project were discussed: the time frame (specifically, whether Christian inscriptions of the Roman Empire and Greek inscriptions of the Ottoman period should be included 32 -a question that has not lost its relevance, considering that Cyril Mango prefers a cutoff in the late eighteenth century because in his view the date 1453 is of no significance from the viewpoint of epigraphy); 33 the material (should inscriptions on portable objects, icons, and the like be included?); the exact name of the corpus; the use of diacritical signs (the so-called "Leiden conventions" for fixed diacritical signs had not yet been invented); 34 the need for fac- In the proceedings of the Second International Congress of Byzantine Studies, convened in Belgrade in 1927, another quite interesting and very concrete proposal for the creation of a corpus of Byzantine inscriptions was announced. In a short presentation, the Italian archaeologist and historian Luigi Cantarelli (1858-1931) first complained about a "gran numero di siffatte iscrizioni ancora sepolte nei Codici Manoscritti delle antiche Biblioteche, o inesplorate nei luoghi ove furono incise, e a quelle che, sebbene edite, sono disseminate in piccole raccolte non facili a trovarsi, o in sillogi imperfette o in svariati periodici di ogni paese." 45 Later in his report he stated "è necessario riunire sistematicamente in un Corpus affinchè possano diventare accessibili agli studiosi dell'antico impero Greco-Romano." Cantarelli was dissatisfied with the editions of the French series because they did not cover Latin inscriptions, which in his view "hanno diritto di essere unite alle iscrizioni Greco-cristiane." He also demanded that the corpus be restricted to the milestones of the Byzantine empire (330-1453) and that it use Latin as its administrative language. In addition, Cantarelli required-if possible-the inclusion of sharp photographs. He was aware that a corpus could only be created with international cooperation: "A questo scopo, ogni Stato le cui regioni erano un tempo Provincie dell'antico Impero Greco-Romano, dovrà raccogliere le iscrizioni del proprio territorio." At the same time, he demanded that the final redaction should be done in one place, ideally at an Academy: "Ma questi volumi, prima di costituire il Corpus, durante la loro preparazione, dovranno essere riveduti e coordinati da un'Accademia scientifica designata dal voto delle Accademie predette, la quale avrà la direzione di tutto il lavoro e, in un volume di prolegomeni, scriverà la storia dei vari progetti che furono fino ad oggi proposti per la formazione del Corpus delle iscrizioni bizantine." Greek inscriptions and, to keep the project realistic, he planned to publish only "un choix d'inscriptions grecques chrétiennes" of the period agreed upon at Athens in 1905 (from 395 to 1821), with a focus on inscriptions produced after the sixth century. 50 In his view, this selection would mainly serve such nonepigraphists as travelers, historians, and philologists. Jerphanion also had very specific ideas about the layout of the publication: he insisted on editing the inscriptions with the orthography of the original and with comments on "les formes par trop barbares, ou les mots rendus méconnaisables par l'ignorance ou la maladresse du lapicide." Difficult passages should be accompanied by a translation, he felt, but Jerphanion did not plan to translate all the inscriptions because "il faut économiser le temps et l'espace." 51 In addition, each text should be followed by a brief commentary, a bibliography, and, if affordable, a facsimile or a photograph, especially for the dated inscriptions, in order to create a repository for specific letterforms and writing types. Jerphanion also wanted to create two series, one with "inscriptions primitives" and one with "inscriptions byzantines et post-byzantines . . . qui se seraient vendues séparément, chacune pouvant avoir sa clientèle propre."
52 Despite his claim that he had already started to collect material with his students in Rome, neither of the planned volumes ever appeared. A short note in Bulletin épigraphique of 1939 (no. 513) is therefore not surprising: "L'épigraphiste 'classique', qui lit ces textes [i.e., the Byzantine inscriptions] et en voit tout l'intérêt, rêve d'avoir un traité d'épigraphie byzantine. Qui nous le donnera?" Many other obligations may have hindered Jerphanion's work on the selective corpus, and he also may have been affected by the difficult times that followed the announcement of his proposal.
Another "corpus" that began to see the light of day a few years later shared a similar fate. Nikolaos A. Bees (1882-1958), one of the most important Greek scholars of the first half of the twentieth century, 53 was the editor of the first fascicle of a series titled Corpus der griechisch-christlichen Inschriften von Hellas; 54 plans for his corpus date back to the period before World War I, 55 when Bees published his first major work on inscriptions, namely the collection of Byzantine and post-Byzantine epigraphs of the Meteora monasteries. 56 When the "Die griechisch-christlichen Inschriften des Peloponnes" came out, in 1941, it was a miracle that it ever left the printer's: the manuscript had been lost in the chaos following the German attack on Greece that same year. World War II also prevented the ambitious plan to move forward with a corpus that included the whole territory of modern Greece, with nine volumes planned to cover the Greek mainland and islands. Bees's wish "dass uns mit Gottes Hilfe die Vollendung des Werkes in besseren Friedenstagen geschenkt sein möge" 57 was not fulfilled. However, an originally unplanned tenth volume of the series, an edition of the late antique and early Byzantine inscriptions of Crete, was published almost three decades later.
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As in so many other cases, part two of the book, which would have contained the inscriptions of Crete after the ninth century, has never appeared. For the Greek inscriptions of the middle Byzantine and Venetian period on the island, one still has to use the outdated edition of Giuseppe Gerola Given all of these attempts to create a corpus or collection of Byzantine inscriptions, the great epigraphist of the twentieth century, Louis Robert (1904 Robert ( -1985 , 60 correctly observed in 1952 at the Second International Congress of Greek and Latin Epigraphy in Paris that the situation of Byzantine epigraphy was "un peu chaotique, où il y a eu un grand nombre de projets, plusieurs débuts de travaux, pas d'achèvements."
61 When, at the Eighth International Congress of Byzantine Studies, held in Palermo in 1951, the academies of all countries were again asked to contribute-as suggested by Cantarelli a quarter-century earlier-to a Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum Christianarum, especially with regard to inscriptions discovered outside of Greece, 62 the plea seems to have been merely symbolic in character rather than a sincere attempt at a new initiative.
Only in 1966, at the Thirteenth International Congress of Byzantine Studies, held in Oxford, did Byzantine epigraphy again become a focus of international Byzantine studies. Paul Lemerle (1903 Lemerle ( -1989 63 , then president of the Association Internationale des Études Byzantines, opened his report on the discipline within the Instrumenta Studiorum section by saying "L'épigraphie byzantine pose un problème." 64 In a brief overview he summarized the different past efforts to create a corpus of Byzantine inscriptions. Lemerle was well aware of the fact that another call for a corpus would make no sense, especially for a practical reason: "un corpus doit être par définition complet, et pour rassembler à grand-peine et à grands frais des textes souvent insignifiants ou des fragments inutilisables, on retarderait indéfiniment la connaissance commode des textes importants." 65 He therefore suggested-and his suggestion reminds us of the proposal of Jerphanion some thirty years earlier-a concentration on "un choix," namely, on the "inscriptions historiques." Lemerle also reported that the work on this genre of Byzantine inscriptions had already begun at the Centre de recherches sur l'histoire et la civilisation byzantines at Paris. 66 His plan was welcomed by the scholarly community, 67 and at the Sixth International Congress of Greek and Latin Epigraphy, held in Munich in 1972, Hélène Ahrweiler presented the project in more detail. 68 During the following years and decades, a considerable number of editions of Byzantine inscriptions resulting from Lemerle's initiative were published by such scholars as Denis Feissel, Georges Kiourtzian, Jean-Michel Spieser, and others. 69 At that same epigraphy congress at Munich, a first report on Ihor Ševþenko's and Cyril Mango's project of dated (and datable) Byzantine inscriptions was delivered, 70 after the plan had already been announced by Lemerle in 1966 . 71 In his paper, Ševþenko (1922-2009 ) stated that the corpus would contain images of all inscriptions and "will lay the groundwork for Byzantine epigraphy [and] will help students in various branches of Byzantinology in dating their evidence." Ševþenko also announced that the work would be published in five fascicles, but despite the fact that he stated that "the documentation for the first fascicule (98 entries, covering Thrace, Istanbul, Bithynia) has been gathered, and the commentaries are in an advanced state of preparation," 72 the book has not yet been published. 73 However, there is encouraging news: the collection-now consisting of 120 dated and datable Byzantine inscriptions from Constantinople, Bithynia, and eastern Thrace between the fourth and fifteenth centuries-may be nearing completion with the help of Anne McCabe as a new collaborator. 74 In 1966 Ševþenko published another important study for Byzantine epigraphy, the edition of the inscriptions of the Sinai monastery and its immediate neighbourhood dating between 500 and 700 AD. 75 Despite the fact that the Lemerle model of concentrating on a specific genre of Byzantine inscriptions proved to be a realistic solution, the Bulgarian scholar Veselin Beševliev (1900 Beševliev ( -1992 , author of the two important volumes Die protobulgarischen Inschriften 76 and Spätgriechische und spätlateinische Inschriften aus Bulgarien, 77 only a few years later welcomed in principle the idea of publishing specific collections of Byzantine inscriptions but also stated that "Sie [i.e., these collections] können jedoch nicht ein Corpus ersetzen, das in vielen Beziehungen eine Fundgrube neuer Erkenntnisse sein dürfte." 78 Obviously unaware of the difficulties faced by all earlier corpora plans, Beševliev was convinced that "die Aussichten für die Vorbereitung eines Corpus der byzantinischen Inschriften sind . . . nicht so hoffnungslos, wie sie auf den ersten Blick erscheinen mögen." 79 He again called for international cooperation, the installation of a committee, and, as a first task, the creation of an inventory of already-published local collections of Byzantine inscriptions. 80 As we might expect, Beševliev's call did not find any takers, and he was the last scholar to demand a corpus of Byzantine inscriptions.
-----This valuable book devotes ten pages to the inscriptional sources. 90 The authors deal with the inscriptions' value as a source and provide a detailed annotated bibliography of editions of and literature on Byzantine inscriptions. A similar and equally thorough overview of editions of Byzantine inscriptions and useful literature was published by Emilian Popescu in 1990. 91 A detailed introduction to the historical value of Byzantine inscriptions is found in the Prolegomena volume of the first division of the PmbZ. 92 The specific features of epigraphic production in Byzantium between the fourth and tenth centuries were analyzed by Mango in a persuasive paper given at the Second Congress on Greek Palaeography and Codicology, held in Berlin and Wolfenbüttel in 1983. 93 There Mango clearly demonstrated that the beginning of the eleventh century marks a break in the layout of epigraphic script caused, inter alia, by the insertion of accents and breathings and the manifold use of ligatures. Together with Guglielmo Cavallo, Mango is also the editor of an anthology on medieval Greek and Latin epigraphy that resulted from a conference at Erice in 1991. 94 The content of the book is rich and diverse: inscriptions of specific regions (e.g., Italy) are analyzed along with those that serve a specific purpose (e.g., tomb inscriptions). Questions about the palaeography of Greek and Latin inscriptions are addressed, and the impact of inscriptions on society is considered.
One of the most useful tools for Byzantine epigraphy was published by Denis Feissel in 2006. 95 His Chroniques d 'épigraphie byzantine: 1987-2004 is an updated collection of his notes on early Christian and Byzantine inscriptions of the period 330-1453 published in the "Bulletin épigraphique" of the Revue des études grecques. The volume consists of more than 1200 entries listed according to geographic criteria based on Diocletian's division of the Roman provinces. 96 A useful resource for (mainly classical) epigraphists is the Guide de l'épigraphiste, now in its fourth edition. 97 Technological advances have also opened new possibilities for the display of inscriptions. 98 A tool of considerable value for early Christian and Byzantine inscriptions is the "Searchable Greek Inscriptions Data------
